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Considered a genius by some, an irreverent prankster by others, Marcel Duchamp was
one of the most influential artists of the twentieth century.
Born on July 28, 1887, near Blainville, France, Henri-Robert-Marcel Duchamp
revolutionized how modern art is conceived, made, and interpreted. Above all, his life
and art reflect a desire to turn things upside down and to break down all linguistic,
sexual, and social restraints.
Closely associated with many of the major artistic movements of his time (Futurism,
Cubism, Surrealism, Dadaism), Duchamp never worked within a single aesthetic. He
prized creative independence and developed a distinctive anti-art stance, believing
that artistic standards of any kind are meaningless.
His best known works, the "readymades," challenge the definition of art itself. By
displaying ordinary, mass-produced articles, such as a bicycle wheel or snow shovel
(titled In Advance of the Broken Arm, 1915), Duchamp dissolved the boundaries
between life and art. Stripped of their functional and commercial value, these
mundane, everyday products when labeled and titled as art assumed a new, often
sinister aura.
For Duchamp, a piece of art is its own reality, not a mere imitation of an existing one.
His most notorious readymade, The Fountain (a urinal, 1917), was originally rejected
for exhibition by the Society of Independent Artists, an organization he helped to
found, because of its indecency.
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His final work is the culmination of this obsession. Although after 1923 Duchamp

Despite the provocative and explicit nature of his work, Duchamp valued the "beauty of indifference" in his
private life. His enormous personal charm and easy-going nature attracted many female lovers but few
passionate attachments. A brief marriage in 1927 shocked his friends and ended quickly in divorce. A second
marriage to Alexina (Teeny) Sattler in 1954 lasted the rest of his life.
Although he lived much of his life in New York City (and became a United States citizen in 1955), Duchamp
died in his homeland of France on October 1, 1968. Much of his work is now housed at the Philadelphia
Museum of Art.
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